Abstract
However, stack-tree join cannot avoid the comparisons that produce no join results, which we name as "unwanted" comparisons. So far several approaches have been proposed with index on how to avoid these unwanted comparisons, such as B+-tree [7] and XR-tree [8] . These enhanced structural join algorithms gain better performance on CPU time.
But the I/O cost of complex indices becomes another problem. Hence signature filter [13, 14] , which uses a sequence of bits identifying the elements or element sets to shed the unwanted elements as early as possible, shows promising performance with the merits of little space cost and reducing most of the unwanted comparisons.
In this paper, we firstly develop a simple signature filter, which is generated for every candidate element set, according to the range of element code (StartPos, EndPos). As a shortcut of element list, signature filter enhances the efficiency of structural joins by comparing element signature and signature filter to test "//"("/") relationship beforehand so as to avoid unwanted comparisons in the stack. However, considering signature filter still scans all the elements in the input lists, we then build a pointer-based signature filter, which makes comparison between two signature filters and adds a pointer to every "1" bit in the filters to skip unnecessary element accesses to the lists. In order to further improve the filtering efficiency, we finally propose an optimized pointer-based filter with the conjunction of two signatures. Based on these three types of filters, we design corresponding structural join algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background and some important definitions such as structural joins and signature filter. Section 3 describes the basic idea of signature filter and its structural join algorithm. Section 4 gives a detailed statement of our pointerbased signature filter, as well as corresponding structural join algorithm, and its optimization. Section 5 shows experimental results. Our conclusions are contained in Section 6.
Background and Related Work
Structural join algorithm takes advantage of XML encoding representation to efficiently match "parent-child" and "ancestor-descendant" relationships. In this section, we begin with presenting XML encoding approaches, then overview the related work of structural join algorithms and finally introduce signature filter.
XML Encoding Representation
XML database is typically modelled as a tree. By mapping an element (or string value) on the tree to an n-tuple code, XML encoding approaches [5, 6] can directly represent the positions of elements and string values so as to clearly reflect the relationship between data.
In a widely accepted encoding approach [6] , the position of an element is represented as a 4-tuple (DocId, StartPos, EndPos, Level), where (i) DocId is the identifier of the document, which can be omitted if one single document involved (in this paper, only single document is considered and DocId is thus omitted.Operations are similar in multidocument); (ii) StartPos is the number given in a pre-order traversal of the tree and EndPos is the number given in a post-order traversal of the tree, and StartPos and EndPos are the same when the node is a leaf; (iii) and Level is the nesting depth of the element (or string value) helping to identify "parent-child" relationship. Figure 1 gives an example of XML data tree with (StartPos, EndPos) representation. 
Signature Filter
In database systems, filtering [11, 12] is a key technique to improve the performance of join algorithms by avoiding unwanted elements evaluation. The basic idea is to generate a filter when scanning the elements in one set, and then filter out the useless elements in another set.
Signature filter [9] is applied for hash join algorithms in object-oriented database systems. A signature is generated by hash function as follows: hash the join attribute when an object is accessed and return a bit vector composed of "0" or "1", which is the signature of the object; and then add up all the signatures of the objects in the set by "∨" to get the signature of the set. We call the signature of the set is the signature filter of the join operation.
As shown in Figure 2, The filtering performance can be evaluated by filteredout rate and false pass rate. Filtered-out rate is the probability that an object which produces no results is filtered out while false pass rate is the probability that a passed object failed to produce any results.
Signature-Based Filter for Structural Join
In this section, we propose a range-based signature filter according to an XML encoding scheme and present a novel structural join algorithm based on it.
Range-based Signature Filter
There have been a lot of ways to form a signature filter such as hashing. Considering that structural join algorithm falls back on XML encoding representation, we take advantage of XML encoding technique and put forward a range-based signature filter. and the 8th bits are set to "1"; likewise, the 11th and the 12th bits are set to "1" according to a 3 and a 4 . So we get the signature filter A-Filter of A-List (i.e. 0110 0111 0011).
Filtering The Descendant Elements. Given A-Filter
(0110 0111 0011), when scanning set D-List, we get ele- As shown in Figure 4 , the corresponding bit for d 1 is {stack.push(CurrentA);
CurrentA ← F ilterAncestorElement(CurrentA);} 9:
else 10: {output all pairs (a ∈ stack,CurrentD);
11:
CurrentD ← F ilterDescendantElement(CurrentD);} In this section, we propose a pointer-based signature filter, in which we add a pointer to every bit with "1", and then build an enhanced filtering algorithm, which reduces the access to the input elements by replacing the comparison between signature filter and the element signatures with that between two signature filters.
Pointer-based Signature Filter
Range-based signature filter is a simple identification of the candidate elements, but it cannot locate the corresponding element after comparing two signature filters. To solve the problem, we propose pointer-based signature filter. 
Structural Join with Pointer-based Signature Filter
Structural join algorithm with range-based signature fil- 
end while
10:
CurrentA ← the element pointed by A-Pointer[i];
11:
CurrentD ← the element pointed by D-Pointer[i];
12:
F lag = false;} Structural join algorithm with pointer-based signature filter efficiently reduces the unwanted accesses to the elements. However, the pointers occupy lots of memory space if the number of bits with "1" is larger. So we first conjuncts (logical AND) the two signature filters to reduce the number of bits with "1" as possible. Then we compact the pointer vector by discarding all bits of "0". Figure 7 gives the compacted one of the signature filter described in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 , the 2nd, 8th,10th bits are all "1",which means that there are probably join results between the elements pointed by the corresponding pointers, so we only keep the pointers of them and delete others.
Then we only need to operate on the elements pointed by these 3 pairs of pointers. When compacting process has finished scanning the signature filters, the filtering process is also finished. The structural join algorithm with compacted signature filter is similar to Algorithm 4. The only difference is that the filtering operation has to be performed before structural join operation. The details are left and not discussed here.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present the performance evaluation All experiments are run on a PC with 2.6GHz CPU, 512M memory and 80G hard disk. The operating system is WindowsXP. And we use Berkeley DB [15] 
Performance vs Different Queries

Filtered-out Rate and False Pass Rate
The filtering performance of signature filter can be evaluated by filtered-out rate and false pass rate (see Definition 1 in Section2.3). Figure 9 shows the filtered-out rates and false pass rates of Q 3 with different signature lengths on 100M test document. We can see that the filtered-out rates of S-Filter and PS-Filter become higher when the signature lengths become longer while the false pass rates decrease, because the longer the length of signature, the more precise the range of element set presented by signature filter (the range represented by each bit is more narrow).
With different signature lengths, the filtered-out rate of PS-Filter is higher than that of S-Filter while the false pass rate is lower than that of S-Filter, so the performance of PSFilter is better than that of S-Filter. Since we use 100M document, the code range is very large and the precision of the signature filter is not good. So the false pass rate is a little bit higher. However, with a smaller document, we can get a lower false pass rate. What is more, false pass rate can be deceased by increasing the signature length. But we did not use longer signature filter for the sake of saving space. 
Performance vs Different Signature Length
Performance vs Different Document Size
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose three signature-based algorithms for XML structural joins. Range-based signature filter accelerates the joins by reducing push and pop operations of unwanted elements. What is needed is only a small memory to store signature filter. Pointer-based signature filter adds an array of pointers, with which it can skip unwanted elements and locate the potential elements directly.
With a little extra memory, we achieve much greater join efficiency. The optimized one further curtails memory cost and expedites it a little. 
